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Email:
info@u3apretoria.org.za
Website:
http://www.u3a.org.za/U3A_
PTA/PTA.htm
General meetings take place
four times a year, 09:00 for
10:00, at NG Kerk Skuilkrans,
cnr Cussonia Ave and Jan
Alberts St, Val de Grace. GPS
S25°44.580 E028°17.494.
Please adhere to the one-way
flow of traffic around the
church, essential for safety!
Dates of the quarterly
meetings for the remainder
of 2020 to be announced.
The 2020 annual subscription
is R100. Guests are welcome
at a cost of R30 per event.
Payments can be made at
quarterly meetings, or online
(there is an application form
on the website).
Banking Details:
Bank: NEDBANK
Branch: HATFIELD
Code: 160245
Acc. Name: U3A PRETORIA
Acc. No: 1602376972
Full lists of courses and
interest groups are issued in
February with an update in
July in normal years.

Dear Friends,
Our next general meeting was scheduled for this Thursday, 28 May. Two
of our own members, Johan Brink and Mia Rich, had planned to entertain
us with a musical presentation on the history of the organ, and we would
have gathered for tea in the sunny courtyard afterwards to share the
usual happy conversations.
No one can anticipate what lies ahead of us this year as Covid-19
continues to separate friends and families. U3A Pretoria has been unique
among most other U3As in that we have maintained contact with each
other through newsletters, through some courses and interest groups, and now through the
Jacaranda Journal, which is a record 18 pages. Thank you, all contributors, for providing so
much entertaining visual material for this special lockdown edition.
I am particularly fortunate to live in Irene, and during slow walks through the village and farm I
have had much time to reflect on the rays which occasionally shine through the dark clouds of
this global catastrophe. We’re in the flight path from Oliver Tambo airport, and in the past few
weeks have noticed how much sounds have changed: Boeings
have been replaced by birds. An interesting ornithological article
states that birds sing more quietly on Saturdays and Sundays
because they are not competing with human traffic! The signals
birds send each other through song are a means of survival.
Without the ability to sing, hear and be heard, birds would have
a difficult time finding a mate or defending their territory from
predators.
An aerial view of Venice shows how much less disturbed the
water is now without the churning wakes of boats, and even
though reports of dolphins swimming in the canals are sadly a
combination of wishful thinking and photoshop, marine life is
undoubtedly benefiting as humankind is literally grounded.
Images of mountain ranges emerging from the perpetual smog of
nearby cities into clear blue skies abound on the internet.
Ironically, the earth is breathing as humans struggle to contain
the virus. Whether we as a species ever learn from these
environmental lessons is yet to be seen. But the temporary
reprieve to the planet’s ailing health is a silver lining to be
cherished.

One-day outings usually take
place regularly and longer
excursions are also arranged.
You are encouraged to wear
a name tag at every U3A
event.
Contributions to the letter
are most welcome. Please
email U3A, subject: Editorial
Team. A short English
synopsis is requested if
another (official SA) language
is used.

SPECIAL LOCKDOWN EDITION

As lockdown continues, please take care of yourselves. I’m sure we all look forward to the day
we can stand together again in the sun as friends, with a cup of tea in hand after a quarterly
meeting, celebrating our unique organisation.
Stay warm and stay safe,
Gill Udal

VIEWS OF THE AGM, OUR LAST MEETING BEFORE LOCKDOWN

Photography by Annemieke van Middelkoop
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MORE AGM SHOTS

Top: Gill Udal (left) and Yvonne Shapiro
Bottom: Felicity Horne

Photography by Dieter Heinichen
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TALK BY FELICITY HORNE: 27 FEBRUARY 2020
SOCIAL REVOLUTIONS OF OUR TIME
Dr Felicity Horne was the speaker at our first meeting of the year, and the last before lockdown. Her presentation was enriched
by quotes from Blake, Wordsworth, Gerard Manley Hopkins and Charles Dickens, and was copiously illustrated with visual
material. The full text can be found on our website at https://u3apretoria.org.za/pta_documents.html.
The talk traced the changes in the physical and social environment in our lifetimes – the last 75 years or so. The ‘revolutions’ in
the title of this talk were not violent political upheavals, but more gradual ones that have nonetheless had a profound influence on
our lives. We were born around the time of World War II, which destroyed any illusions that the world was a safe place. In its
wake came rampant consumerism, amongst other things.
The Sexual Revolution of the sixties changed attitudes to social issues such as gay and women’s rights. In the USA, the Civil
Rights Movement challenged racial segregation. Britain had its ‘Swinging Sixties’, taking the country out of its grey post-war
period and bringing about dramatic shifts in traditional values. The sexual revolution was blamed for the emergence of Aids in the
early 80s. South Africa had a massive Aids epidemic, and bad political decisions led to thousands of deaths. Activists succeeded
in overturning official policies and provision of anti-retroviral medication has turned what was a death sentence into a treatable
condition.
The sixties was also the start of what is termed the “Information” or “Computer
Age”. Google, personal computers, emails and cell phones have completely
altered the way we communicate and interact, showing that we have entered the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR). The First began in 1784 with the introduction of
coal-based steam power. The Second started around 1870 with the advent of
electricity. The Third, in 1969, heralded the age of the computer and digital
electronics. We are now entering the Fourth with developments such as AI
(artificial intelligence), Robotics, the Internet of Things (IoT) and 3D printing. This
progression through successive industrial revolutions has been not consistent: it
differs from country to country, and even within countries. In South Africa, some
sectors of society have barely moved beyond the Second Industrial Revolution.
All these advances have had both negative and positive consequences for human society. Cell phones
are addictive and can have serious implications for healthy development in children. On the positive
side, the Internet has removed barriers to education, giving access to open learning. The next
generation needs the skills to function in a technologically driven world, but this could aggravate
unemployment and inequality.
Cumulatively, all the Industrial Revolutions have made life
easier in many ways, but they have also brought about
destruction of the environment. Massive pollution of air
earth and water has led to global warming and climate
change. Plastic has created a huge waste disposal
problem. We have just ten years to take steps to avoid a
cosmic calamity.
Jean Jacques Rousseau’s words uttered two centuries ago are highly relevant today: ‘Civilisation is a hopeless race to discover
remedies for the evils it produces’.
Felicity Horne
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MESSAGE FROM THE COURSE & INTEREST GROUP CO-ORDINATOR
Lockdown has had a devastating effect on the many and varied courses that were offered for our enjoyment and education in the
February list. A couple of them just managed to sneak in before 19 March. Course leaders have had to postpone their sessions
until sometime in the second half of the year and even to 2021, because virtual, online courses have problems of various sorts,
not the least being that data is still expensive. Some courses really need the group dynamic to be successful and, anyway, this is
part of what taking a course offers. However, the Computer courses are likely to be presented online, and Gretchen Carpenter
has embarked on her course, ‘The Constitutional Protection of Human Rights in South Africa: What Now?’, (at the time is was
due to happen), using only email. The U3A letter, edited by Yvonne Shapiro and full of ideas to stimulate and interest all our
members, is filling some of the gaps left by the loss of courses. Members are invited to send us suggestions and ideas about
what you have found that you would like to share. These would be included in the letters for general ‘consumption’.
In contrast, some of the Interest groups have found ways to keep the group alive and well. The History group has been given
access to some chapters of the book John Lambert is writing, and members are now engaged in Q & A emails with him about
what they have read. All members of the group can participate or just read what is being discussed. Yvonne Shapiro has
recorded dances for her Circle Dancing group, and there is lively posting on the Group app. Other dances have come from
overseas so local dancers have a wide variety to choose from, although they are dancing alone. Helga Nordhoff set an Origami
task for each day of the first three weeks of lockdown, and has now reduced it to once a week. Ulrich Nordhoff has set the PIG
(Photographic Interest Group) a theme each week, and the members are free to respond or not, as the topic grabs them. Their
photo gallery can be visited on our website if anyone would like to view it. The newly formed Science and Technology group is
receiving a weekly letter from Shelley Browning, full of interesting information, references to websites to follow up on, and often a
quiz to end with. Dr Gita Suraj-Narayan, leader of the Laughter Wellness Social Club, has made a video of one of her laughter
sessions, mentioned in the latest regular U3A letter. Try a session; laughter is good for us in many ways as Dr Gita explains.
We shall have to be patient and wait to see when we will be able to function properly again. In the meantime, make the most of

the interesting material to be found on the Internet and YouTube. As always, you can contact me at davenjen@mweb.co.za,
012-460 8270 or 082-923 7982.
Jenny Janisch

LAST CHANCE!

Here are two pictures taken at what must have been the very last U3A activity before lockdown – the Walking Group on 25
March, practising keeping a two-metre distance!
We thoroughly enjoyed this last opportunity to enjoy Kimiad Golf Course together as a group, and spent at least an hour
afterwards sharing a picnic tea.
Gill Udal
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EXCURSIONS AND TRAVEL
Gill Udal: As the lockdown levels are lowered, we will consider excursions to park-like environments once they are open to the
public, e.g. Rietvlei Reserve, Walter Sisulu Gardens to see the Black Eagles. It may be possible to take the Red Green City
Sightseeing bus tour once that becomes operative. All coronavirus safety precautions must be followed with only one person per
seat in the bus. Details will be given once excursions are a possibility.
Anne Lawrance of Sakabula Tours (abridged): ‘The ramifications of the lockdown have had catastrophic effects in the tourism
industry. With no international tourists – and no domestic tourists either – tour operators have no income. There must be about
20 000 to 30 000 tourist guides in South Africa who find themselves in the same boat, without much hope of relief from
government.’ Anne will be putting out feelers to the U3A Travel Club in their next letter about any possible tours later in the year.
You can contact Anne at anne@sakabula.com or 012 460 5251, and see her website www.sakabula.com.
On the lockdown, Anne writes (also abridged): ‘I keep reminding myself that in spite of a world war, my parents still had
children… And think of those who had children during the First World War and the subsequent pandemic of the “Spanish Flu”. I
remember a memorial plaque in the chapel at school, dedicated to the memories of old girls who had died in that pandemic.
Although I remember exactly where it was – I walked past it each day going into chapel – it didn’t have the same impact as it
would today. (My garden is rapidly turning into a jungle. We need a panga to cut pathways through the grass. But some
vegetables, apart from providing food for bugs and beetles, still produce enough for us, too.)’
Hilarie Riphagen: The Vredefort Dome trip planned for end August is in limbo for the moment until planning is possible again. No
bookings have been made so no deposits are at risk. One person who pulled out because of the marriage of his son, associated
visits from American family and various trips planned through the country, is back in because all of that is postponed indefinitely,
but our tour is in the same boat. For updates please contact me at hilarie0001@gmail.com.

BOOK AND AUDIO CD EXCHANGE
Do you have a good book or CD that you’ve really enjoyed and would like to share with other U3A members?
Bring it along to the next meeting and put it onto the table provided for this purpose. Write your name and contact
number inside the book, or on the CD case, if you would like it returned to you. You are welcome to take home
any other book or CD contributed by members to our U3A Book and Audio CD Exchange. Please note that this is
not a venue to dispose of your unwanted book or CD collection!

DVD LIBRARY
The DVD collection is growing by leaps and bounds. Gill donated two ballet DVDs: Carmen and The Car Man, and Gardens of
the National Trust; John and Elizabeth Bojé donated two ballet DVDs: La Traviata and Swan Lake; Shelley Browning donated
Middlemarch, Cranford and North and South; Laurie Marshall donated Ice Road Truckers and The Aviator; Mary Blyth donated
Jane Eyre, Pride and Prejudice, Middlemarch, The Moonstone, Martin Chuzzlewit and Oliver Twist; Stefanie Oosthuizen donated
The Story of India with Michael Wood. The way the collection is growing I will soon need two tables at meetings!
John Lambert

LOCKDOWN DONATIONS
From our newsletter of 31 March (Gill Udal, Yvonne Shapiro): ‘(U3A Pretoria has) donated to two most worthy causes at this
critical time. Both focus on feeding schemes for children and the elderly who are in dire need of support.
‘FoodForward SA recovers quality edible surplus food from the consumer goods supply chain and distributes it to community
organisations that serve the poor. Last year they supplied 17 600 000 nutritious meals feeding 250 000 people through 600
beneficiary organisations, at a cost of only 79c a meal – worth R13.49 – through their partnership with retailers, manufacturers,
wholesalers, farmers and growers. So every R50 collected helps to feed two people every day for a month. With large numbers
of breadwinners unable to work during lockdown, FoodForward South Africa plays an essential role in supporting the most
vulnerable members of our society.’ For more information, or to donate in your personal capacity, see https://foodforwardsa.org/.
‘Our second worthy cause is Breadline Africa, which provides initiatives and infrastructure to support childhood development in
Southern Africa through early childhood education. Its three main areas of focus are primary school libraries (built from shipping
containers and prefab units), early childhood development centres (building pre-schools), and undertaking special community
projects. It has 124 835 beneficiaries of its 547 structures. During the lockdown, they are channelling all their efforts into
providing meals to children and elders in vulnerable communities.’ Go to https://breadlineafrica.org/ to learn more or donate.
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OUR LOCKDOWN EXPERIENCE

From Alan Urban:
"You gonna con me again? Five
times round the house, on a leash, is
just not the same as a proper walk in
the park!"

From Verna Brown:
With a move to a smaller house
probably on the horizon, I have
spent a lot of time downsizing.
A prodigious collection of
photograph albums takes up a huge
amount of space, especially when
they include my mother's and
grandma's contributions. So I have
gone through them all and
eliminated half. All windy zebras,
fuzzy giraffes and mythical leopards
on the horizon had to GO.
My weakness lies in my inability to
tear up faces, unless they are
anonymous. I can hear Gill say, 'So
why not scan them?'. I'll leave that
to the kids, after they have looked!
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From Helene Pretorius:
During these past few weeks, I have started writing WA letters to my friends and family in South Africa as well as in other
countries, instead of just commenting or pasting beautiful, industrialised messages. It was most warmly received and they
reacted back in warm friendly family chats and appreciation. Here is one of the Epistles (a literary composition in the form of a
letter) that I sent recently.

SATERDAG
2 MEI 2020
My liewe Familie en Vriende
Ek het hierdie monster wat die hele wêreld so ontwrig, uiteindelik self geïdentifiseer en herken as:
COVID 19, DIE “RAKA” VAN ONS TYD.
Die Chinese het hom eerste gewaar. Die ondier. Saam met die “ Swarthond” het hy menige letterlik en figuurlik
verskeur. Gemeenskappe is in rou gedompel, ander sterf van honger, mishandeling en geweld.
Daarenteen, ingegrendel en onder een dak, op een erf saamgesnoer, het gesinne en families in mekaar se
nabyheid, geestelike warmte en vertroeteling ook seën ervaar. Daar is weer saam aan tafel geeët. Die kos deur
vele hande voorberei. Die tradisionele rympie voor ete, het weer as dankgebed ten hemele gestyg. Die lank
verwaarloosde kuns van saamkuier- en gesels, het weer ingetree, wat ‘n gevoel van samesyn, wedersydse
respek en verdraagsaamheid laat groei het.
“Goeie môre, het jy goed geslaap?” het persoonlike omgee geword, want stress oor implikasies en finansies het
baie se slaap gesteel. Knus saamgebondel voor die TV, het saamsit-tyd geword, wag vir die president om te
praat. Nuustyd het meegevoel met die wêreld daar buite gebring, maar die TV is weer afgesit. Hy regeer nie
meer nie. Gesinwees, familiewees, het weer nuwe betekenis gekry. Selfs familie ver weg, is virtueel nader
gesleep. Bordspeletjies, Jakkals en Wolf en selfs Trompie het herleef. Tog het die twyfel en angs snags aan
andere begin vreet.
Fase vier. Jy wat jonk is, gaan stap met jou hond aan ‘n leiband. Laat los die “Swarthond” langs die pad. Tree uit
die slagveld van jou gedagtes. Kyk op na die blouer lug en weet: Die aarde staan nog vas op sy pilare. Ons
Skepper is nog daar. Die toekoms gaan nie maklik wees nie, maar “neem uit die (mees onlangse) verlede wat
mooi en goed is, en bou die toekoms daarop”. Paul Kruger se wysheid is weereens, nou, meer as ooit tevore
van toepassing.
Mooi loop… Hamba kahle.
Liefde en groete
XxHelene Pretorius

From Gwen and Arthur Pritchard
We were so touched by the offer to shop for us by two of our neighbours in the estate where we live. Although we have not taken
advantage of their offers as we feel we do not want them spending too much time in the supermarkets on our behalf it is
wonderful how some people just see the need.
I do laps around our house every day (approximately 160 steps per lap) and did 30 this morning. Keeps the flab down from too
much sitting and snacking!!!
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From Jenny Janisch:
We were fortunate enough to get our smart TV set up on the Thursday morning before lockdown began at midnight. It has given
us much pleasure and entertainment of all sorts. We find such a variety of things on YouTube and one evening we found the
Beatles. Well, the music was irresistible! I danced around my husband who was sitting on the couch in front of the TV and he
picked up his phone and took this pic. The Beatles never go out of fashion and they were just the thing to warm me up on a chilly
autumnal night.

From Richard Clark:
From the geriatric Saxophonist (started at 80) Richard Clark, on how to get a serious work-out at home under Covid restrictions.
Here I am with my daughter, ad hoc vision and sound technician (home camera and cell-phone), making a recording for compilation
with several other players in a group, all done over the internet. Split-second timing is the real headache. We will cheer if this
project comes together!
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From Yvonne Shapiro:
What a mixed bag this lockdown is! I am doing online circle dance teaching (easy for all to follow – see
https://photos.app.goo.gl/kjB5S5jc7NpCmd8v6 – thanks to Gail for the videography), sending out U3A messages, sweeping
autumn leaves, reading, adding to my knitting (blankets that reflect the daily maximum temperature and sky colour for six months
at a time), making mini flower arrangements and undertaking brief shopping forays wearing a mask.

I have taken part in the “dress up
to put out the garbage” challenge,
attended a couple of online
meetings, done a bit of work
(language editing and data
analysis) and removed a light
fitting that was about to fall down.
All of this (except the online
dancing, method of shopping,
dress-up challenge and lack of
activities outside home) is exactly
what I would have done anyway,
but somehow it all feels so very
different. This leads to my spending more time on social media or just
“blobbing” because – after all – life is slightly weird, right now.

For info, I especially started the online circle dance teaching for the U3A
interest group, and suddenly found that all sorts of other people across the
world (many of them not dancers at all) were following it and dancing with me!
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From John Lambert:
With lockdown about to start I drew up a schedule for the duration, dividing each day in three segments. 1) morning: work in the
house and garden, especially doing chores which we have tended to put off for far too long; 2) afternoon: work on the book I am
writing on English-speaking South Africans; 3) late afternoon: exercise, mainly using our exercise bike and doing circuits walking
around the property’s perimeter. So far, despite interruptions, I am maintaining the schedule and have the added bonus since 1
May of a morning walk with my dog.

The first day of being allowed out she met her great friend, Ben. Great
happiness! Kate will be happy to be in the JJ. She has many U3A friends!
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A postscript on spotty dogs from Ray Spencer:

From Gill Udal:
Ian and I have daily table tennis challenges with a difference. This is a wonderful form of exercise played our way. We never
keep scores and continue hitting (when lucky) the ball until it goes dead. It can bounce off the walls and ceiling like squash, and
as we play in our chaotic garage the hazards are similar to golf. A hole in one is when the ball lands directly in the tumble drier.
Most of the time the ball disappears into the garden so we get added exercise from bending and scratching in the flower beds.
We’re promoting this as a 2021 Olympic Sport, called Squashy-ping-golf-pong. Our representative South African tracksuits are
on order.
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More from Gill:
Lockdown lunch with the neighbours!

And in Stage 4: ‘We’re fortunate to be allowed to walk around Irene Farm between six and nine. These were taken this morning.
Such lovely autumn colours.’
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From Hilarie Riphagen:
According to emails from usually busy people, the lockdown has afforded many the time to relax, contemplate, and generally
catch up with life. For me though this has been an even busier time. Maybe they are not led astray, as I am, by all the tempting
links that arrive in my inbox by the score every day (thanks, Yvonne for some of the best).
Early morning walks, now allowed in Level 4, are most enjoyable and a wonderful opportunity to break my lazy habits of the last
year or so. During my first walk I discovered that it’s not just my hair that has grown. The usually immaculately groomed lawns of
my retirement village have a soft natural look, sometimes with lovely little white flowers dotted here and there, like an English
meadow, sometimes more like the veld.

From Dr Gita Suraj-Narayan:
I have been conducting laughter sessions with two groups of U3A members. This is a video which I hope members can use
during lockdown: https://youtu.be/rpMZMrlW4TE.
The Coronavirus is creating a lot of panic, fear, and stress. Please join me in this laughter session to help you release your
negative emotions, and enhance your immune system. Applicable to all ages. Have a joyful day.
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From Gail Howarth: LOCKDOWN – 21 DAY ORIGAMI CHALLENGE
Anybody who has had the good fortune to meet, and engage with, Helga Nordhoff, would know
that she is not someone who would see the Lockdown as an opportunity to sit back with her feet
up!
Therefore it was no surprise to me when a message was sent out to the Origami Interest Group
she facilitates, saying that as we would be missing out on our monthly meeting, she wondered
whether we would like her to send us a paper folding task each day of the (then) three week
Lockdown period.
Having become fascinated with Origami ever since doing Helga’s U3A Origami course last year, I was thrilled to be offered this
opportunity. I gladly accepted, knowing that I was more likely to get to the paper folding activity if I felt accountable to someone
who had put in the effort to come up with something new for us each day. At this stage I feel it important to add that Cheryl
Gibbs, who sometimes co-facilitates the monthly meetings with Helga, contributed a couple of designs during this 21 Day
Challenge.
Although I will be recounting tasks of the first few days in order, I am not going take you through each day of the challenge,
which got off to a warm and welcoming start on Day 1 when we received the instructions for making a simple, but effective paper
heart.
The next day we were sent a diagram (courtesy of Cheryl) to transform a flat piece of paper into an open
basket with a handle! On Day 3, when I made my paper persimmon/tomato to go into the basket, I had
not given too much thought to the paper sizes, resulting in the finished fruit being the same size as the
basket!!
We had a couple days of making a variety of vegetables to fill the basket (I had to make a bigger basket
to facilitate this), before Helga took us further into the garden, where we enjoyed discovering a few
different flower designs. During this time, we also made a bee to ensure ongoing pollination.

As a break from the themed folding exercises,
Helga surprised us by sending through
diagrams showing how to fold the first sheet or
two of a roll of toilet paper into a beautiful fan
shape, a heart, and a holder for a small flower.
This was fun and practical, but possibly stressful
for anyone who was concerned about
conserving toilet paper at this time?!

With Easter soon approaching, we folded a couple of bunnies and chickens, one of the
latter even being able (with a bit of human assistance) to lay an egg!
After making some tulips and then a butterfly, we found ourselves to have been taken
full circle as we came to the last day. The final task was a ‘Magic Circle’ of Hearts.
Unlike the single heart of Day 1 this was modular origami, where we had to make at
least 7 identical folded hearts, which then had to be interlocked with each other to form a
circle. This resulted in a moving model which presented a sequence of different shapes
and patterns each time it was turned by human hands.
As I particularly like this form of Origami, I could not have imagined a better way to finish
the very much-appreciated 21 Day Challenge!
Other than the enjoyment of learning a new art and all that Origami offers, I have found that two essential requirements
necessary for this paper-folding practice are patience and perseverance, which are a perfect match for what is being asked of us
all during Lockdown, and beyond.
The Circle of Hearts photograph with the rainbow is Gail’s; the rest are Helga’s.
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From Jenny Els:
Very clever I thought and even just as something to read and smile:
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From Celia Saks:
A list written by Andy Rooney, a man who has the gift of saying so much with so few words. Enjoy...

I've learned that The best classroom in the world is at the feet of an elderly person.
When you're in love, it shows.
Just one person saying to me, 'You've made my day!' makes my day.
Having a child fall asleep in your arms is one of the most peaceful feelings in the world.
You should never say no to a gift from a child.
I can always pray for someone when I don't have the strength to help him in some other way.
No matter how serious your life requires you to be, everyone needs a friend to act goofy with.
Sometimes all a person needs is a hand to hold and a heart to understand.
Life is like a roll of toilet paper. The closer it gets to the end, the faster it goes.
We should be glad God doesn't give us everything we ask for.
Money doesn't buy class.
It's those small daily happenings that make life so spectacular.
Under everyone's hard shell is someone who wants to be appreciated and loved.
To ignore the facts does not change the facts.
When you plan to get even with someone, you are only letting that person continue to hurt you.
Love, not time, heals all wounds.
The easiest way for me to grow as a person is to surround myself with people smarter than I am.
Everyone you meet deserves to be greeted with a smile.
No one is perfect until you fall in love with them.
Life is tough, but I'm tougher.
Opportunities are never lost; someone will take the ones you miss.
When you harbour bitterness, happiness will dock elsewhere.
I wish I could have told my Mom that I love her one more time before she passed away.
One should keep his words both soft and tender, because tomorrow he may have to eat them.
A smile is an inexpensive way to improve your looks.
When your newly born grandchild holds your little finger in his little fist, you're hooked for life.
Everyone wants to live on top of the mountain, but all the happiness and growth occurs while you're
climbing it.
The less time I have to work with, the more things I get done.

Being kind is more important than being right.
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From Christine Maree:
This is me, virtual guide dog for
Hannes, blind. (Note the lead!)
His real guide dog died in March.
We go for quite long walks on
the pavements around here
(Deutsches Altersheim).
The picture could have been
better – the security man took it.
[Slightly edited.]

The Committee Tea Party:
Our first virtual meeting!

Extract from the “Minutes of the Email Deliberations of the U3A Committee in Lieu of a Meeting on 21 April 2020”:
“To combat the Corona Virus pandemic President Cyril Ramaphosa declared a national lockdown initially from 26 March to 16
April, but later extended to 30 April. No U3A meetings of any kind would be possible during this time, including our quarterly
committee meetings.
“The video conferencing app, Jitsi Videobridge (https://meet.jit.si), very straightforward to use, was proposed for future lockdown
meetings. The first virtual meeting was set for Tuesday 21 April but seeing that some committee members might, for whatever
reason (data costs for one), not yet wish to participate, Gill proposed that we should proceed slowly with technology for the
moment. This meant that we completed the business of the quarter via email beforehand, and the virtual meeting on the 21st
took the form of a most enjoyable social ‘tea party’ for all committee members who felt comfortable about joining in. …”
Screen shot by Yvonne Shapiro
U3A PRETORIA
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